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NEW YORK Across all regions, luxury ecommerce is growing at a faster rate than total sales, according to a senior
analyst from Euromonitor International speaking at Luxury Interactive 2016 on Oct. 19.

Speaking on "Divergence in the Digital Landscape," Ayako Homma noted that while the entire luxury market is
expected to see a compound annual growth rate of 2 percent through 2021, luxury online sales are expected to rise at
a CAGR of 7 percent in the same timeframe. To capture this growing piece of the luxury pie, brands will need to
improve their omnichannel, ecommerce and mobile experiences.

Mixed market
In 2016, the luxury goods market is worth $300 billion. The minimal growth that is happening is inconsistent.

Markets like Canada, Mexico, South Korea and Japan performing well, as consumers stayed home to buy rather than
traveling to the United States. Canada in particular benefited from department store openings.
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Nordstrom store opening in Toronto

Brazil, Russia, Hong Kong and China are seeing decreasing consumer confidence, leading to faltering luxury sales.
The U.S.' strong dollar, declining tourism and discounting in department stores have combined to hurt its  growth.

The online luxury market, on the other hand, is valued at $28 billion, representing 9 percent of total sales.

This is only expected to continue to grow as more consumers get online, as today only 42 percent of the global
population has Internet access.

Mobile Internet access is also expected to rise. About half of phones subscribe to Internet access today, with an
anticipated 84 percent connected by 2021.
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In the past few years, social media has also become a place of transaction, particularly for emerging markets. A
survey taken in 2014 showed that China, India and Mexico have the highest percentage of consumers who had made
a purchase through a social network.

With the addition of buy buttons on platforms such as Pinterest, the population who buy via social media is expected
to increase.

Beyond the rise of digital channels acting alone, another trend is the rise in omnichannel retail.

This might mean bringing a touch of digital in-store, as Burberry has done with its smart fitting rooms. The magic
mirrors recognize the apparel the shopper has brought in with them by tags, and will play a film about how the
garment was made.

The physical and digital are also cross over, as brands operating strictly in one channel or another are branching
out. T iffany launched its first collection with a multibrand online retailer this year, partnering with Net-A-Porter, while
ecommerce startup label Bonobos launched upwards of 20 bricks-and-mortar "guideshops" in 2015.
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Burberry's Regent Street flagship

Seven percent of personal luxury goods sales are made via ecommerce today, but online retail will represent 12
percent of the luxury market by 2020, according to projections from the Boston Consulting Group.

About six out of every 10 luxury purchases currently are influenced by digital channels, as social media, a brand's
Web site and mobile feed into buying decisions, whether the transaction is completed online or in-store. While
many luxury brands have been avoiding the shift toward digital that many of their mass counterparts have made,
BCG warns that the business models of digital laggards will no longer suffice in today's market (see story).
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